Declaration

License Holder:
Power-One Italy S.p.A.
Via S. Giorgio, 642 - 52028
Terranuova Bracciolini (AR) - Italy

Product Identification

Photovoltaic grid tied inverter

Trademark
POWER-ONE

Model
PVI-67.0-TL-ZZ
PVI-134.0-TL-ZZ
PVI-200.0-TL-ZZ
PVI-267.0-TL-ZZ
PVI-334.0-TL-ZZ
PVI-400.0-TL-ZZ
Where “ZZ” represent the country code

Firmware Release
DSP Inverter (DC-AC converter): E.B.0.5
MICRO (Supervisor): F.B.0.6

With this declaration we confirm that testing activities on products above listed was completed with successful results according to the following standard:

Guida tecnica Terna Allegato A.70 Rev. 01
REGOLAZIONE TECNICA DEI REQUISITI DI SISTEMA DELLA GENERAZIONE DISTRIBUITA
technical rules of system requirements of distributed generation.

Remarks:
This declaration is valid until 31 December 2012.
Reference test report No: 28108396 001


Marco Piva
BF Manager

TÜV Rheinland Italia S.r.l – Via Mattei, 3 – 20010 Pogliano Milanese (MI)